THE COOPERATION
COUNTS PROGRAM

addresses familiar
unwanted behavior patterns:

THE POWER OF THE
PROGRAM!

When adults use effective techniques
to address kids’ behaviors, and do so in
respectful, clear, and appropriate ways
– kids’ behaviors DO change.
With the Cooperation Counts system
both adults and children learn tools to












Tantrums
Aggression
Backtalk
Refusals
Miserable Moods
Homework Hassles
Sibling Circumstances
Morning Madness
Bedtime Blues
School Situations






Avoid power struggles.
Remain calm
Practice anger management
Increase positive behaviors

Life-Saving Strategies
For Parenting
Toddlers to Teens

Successful parenting means
improved communication and
strong family relationships.

Program and Book by

Cooperation Counts!
Where Thoughtful Parenting
Replaces Impulsive Parenting
Visit www.cooperationcounts.com
For links to purchase the book
Or to contact the author for
Consultation options.
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WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE
COOPERATION COUNTS SYSTEM?

F.A.Q.
How many steps must we learn?
Only a few. Adults and children can
learn the system together in a few
minutes.
What if my child has been acting up
for a long time?



It can be used by anyone.



It is simple and addresses daily
life issues on the spot.



Choices are made quickly, thus
cutting down on chaos.



Tough as well as easy situations
are always addressed
respectfully.



Cooperation Counts outcomes do
not depend on diagnosis or
history.



It’s a win-win situation - whether
the kids decide to cooperate or
not. Peace is possible, whichever
choice is made.

Plenty of Praise
Enjoy the Kids More
Discipline with Dignity.

This is a usual concern. It has no
bearing on the use of the system or
the outcome. It works equally well
for casual and chronic
misbehaviors.
How hard is this to do?

Nothing is ever asked of the child
or the adult that is impossible to
do. Adult job: Commit to using the
process. Children’s job: realize that
the behavior choice is theirs.

Is daily routine interrupted?
Absolutely not!

TESTIMONIALS
We always thought it
would be so much
fun to be parents.
Until we started
with Cooperation Counts, there were a
lot more times when we were
definitely NOT having fun. What we
were having were a lot of headaches.”
--- parents in Stoneham, MA
“I have to admit, until my son decided
to cooperate more, it was
sometimes hard to be with
him. Now, we can have a
great time together!”
--- father in Boston, MA
“I thought I was failing
as a parent. I tried so
hard, but there were
constant battles. All
that arguing was
exhausting! Everyone is happier now
that Cooperation Counts is in place!”
--- mother in Maine
“When the kids are
acting up, now I know
what to do – and it works !”
-- teacher in Danvers, MA

